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The Beak Of Finch A
My first brown-headed cowbirds of the year were a male and a female on a lawn in Wilmot Flat. Cowbirds are readily identifiable by two contradictory field marks: they walk like a blackbird and have a ...
Of a Feather: Happy-go-lucky cowbirds
Under these drastically changing conditions, the struggle to survive favored the larger birds with deep, strong beaks for opening the hard seeds. Smaller finches with less-powerful beaks perished.
Finch Beak Data Sheet:
Relatively drab with short tails, they are nowhere near as colorful as the equally famous honey creeper finches of Hawaii, the predominant colors being black, brown, and grey. They vary most ...
Ecology and Evolution of Darwin's Finches (Princeton Science Library Edition)
The different finch species on the islands are closely related to each other, but show wide variations in beak and body size and feeding behaviour. In particular, changes to the size and shape of the ...
Evolution teaching resource: spot the adaptations in Darwin's finches
The famously varied beak shapes of the Galapagos finches, as illustrated in the second edition of Darwin’s Journal of Researches. Wikimedia Unfortunately for Darwin, the closer he examined the ...
Darwin’s Finches Highlight The Unity Of All Life
Besides learning to recognize birds by their songs, calls and colors, there are some other ways to increase your chances of identifying birds.
Having trouble identifying birds while birdwatching? Here are some tips
The English naturalist noted that the shape of the beak in finches varied among the different islands of the Pacific archipelago. Subsequent evolutionary studies have shown that this physical trait ...
The origin of the seedeaters
If someone were to ask what the most “Instagrammable” bird in the world would be, it’s unlikely that the frogmouth – whose main aesthetic goal is to look like a jagged tree branch – would be front of ...
Researchers find frogmouth is world’s most Instagrammable bird
While there are numerous days dedicated to feathers that take flight throughout the year, today is the official Bird Day. Here's everything you need to know about it.
Today is official Bird Day: What is the significance of this day and types of migratory birds found
Its gold is not the brilliant blaze of an American goldfinch — an almost neon beauty, but rather more subdued, with just wing and breast patches of yellow in its mostly-gray feathering. Not much ...
Goldfinch arrives in North State. Here's where to look for them
These birds, with their unusual beaks, are uniquely evolved to feed on ... Crossbills belong to the finch family and are about the same size as sparrows (5 1/4 to 6 1/2 inches).
Summit Outside: The unique beak of the crossbill
Alfred Russel Wallace was a great admirer of Darwin and a fellow naturalist. After a variety of zoological discoveries Wallace proposed a theory of evolution, which matched Darwin's unpublished ...
How was the theory of evolution developed? - OCR 21C
These finches are not born with a woodpecker’s long and dexterous beak, but they have still found a way to hunt the same types of prey deep in crevices. The woodpecker finch uses long twigs or ...
Nature Notes: How birds use tools
Have Sustainable Brands delivered right to your inbox. We offer free, twice weekly newsletters designed to help you create and maintain your company's competitive edge by adopting smarter, more ...
Finch & Beak
Longspurs, named for their peculiar extra-long back claw, spend most of their lives on the ground searching for seeds.
Ask the Bird Folks: Looking for longspurs
As your article noted, the shock force of the pounding beak is transferred to the body, so the Woodpecker’s head is spared. Three cheers for Mama Nature.
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